Did you attend law school so you can read, write, understand “legalese,” make a “legal determination” or are you “legally blind”?  

06 Would you hire, pay a bartender that cannot mix a drink; a chef that cannot cook; or a barber that cannot cut hair?  NO  

07 Who profits from “DANGEROUS, DISINGENUOUS, DOMESTIC TERRORISTS” posing as “Peace Officers” in a “quid pro quo” relationship while showing contempt for the law, the Constitution they pledged an Oath to know, preserve, uphold & enforce?  ATTORNEYS  

08 Do obtuse People in Govt. (PIGs) make legal determinations, claim they’re “Tough on Crime,” while being “legally blind.”  YES  

09 What is the difference between a “violation of the law”, an “offense” & a “crime”?  A. “Crimes are arrestable” in accordance with Texas Govt. Code § 79.001, Definitions.  

(5) Crime means (A) a misdemeanor punishable by confinement (jail); or (B) a felony.  

(6) “DEFENDANT” means a person accused of a crime … (I’m a “DEFENDANT IN ERROR” NOT a “person” per the SOS, et al.)  

10 Is it the County Traffic Officers duty to “enforce state laws that regulate the operation of a motor vehicle on a highway, street…” per Texas Trans Code § 701.003? YES (cities are NOT of “The State of Texas” & are w/o authority to enforce State of Texas law.)  

11 When a CITY EMPLOYEE, AGENT or ACTOR poses as a Country Traffic Officer they become an IMPOSTER, USURPER, LIAR, NIHILIST, a menace, a Public Nuisance & violate Texas Penal Code § 37.11 Impersonating a Public Servant & w/o a valid Oath, Statement & Appointment of Office is an “Unauthorized Officer” making All acts void per Texas Govt. Code § 601.008?  YES  

12 Do “BAR UNION MEMBERS” (BUMs) commit “BARRATRY” Texas Penal Code § 38.12, ignore facts, law, withhold evidence, substitute simulated legal process, for due process of the law, utilize fraud, spells, legalize to falsely arrest, imprison, traffic humans, theft (asset forfeiture), in an unlawful criminal enterprise, utilizing private for profit Corporation NO Record or Consequence Courts” to fleece, naïve innocent people, for unjust enrichment & in so doing, destroys (y)our families’ quality of life & dreams?  YES  

13 Do BUMS use synonyms to control, manipulate US All i.e. natural person, corporation, thing, individual, client, victim, human being, strawman, legal fiction, fiction in law, resident, res, fool, idiot, ward of the court, subject, slave, peon per Black’s Law Dictionary, YES  

14 Texas is under G-d’s law aka the Common Law pursuant to TCCrP § 127. It follows 3 things must occur for there to be a “Crime”;  

1. Something happens; 2. You intend it to happen aka a “guilty mind” & 3. Someone or someone’s property is damaged or harmed.  

Without All 3 things, events occurring, there is nothing to discuss b/c there was NO damage or harm, therefore NO CRIME?  YES  

15 Does a Justice of the Peace or Municipal Court of No Record have authority, jurisdiction to hear a case w/o a victim or crime?  NO  


(a) A municipal court, including a municipal court of record, shall have exclusive original jurisdiction within the territorial limits of the municipality in all criminal cases …  


(a) A municipal court, including a municipal court of record, shall have exclusive original jurisdiction within the municipality’s territorial limits & property owned by the municipality located in the municipality’s extraterritorial jurisdiction in all criminal cases that;  

(1) arise under: (A) the ordinances of the municipality; … (this proves unregistered Federal corps. dba cities don’t have authority to enforce State statutes, are ultra vires corps. that MUST be closed for violating the rule, letter, spirit & intent of the law)  

Conclusion - I’m ANTI-ALL ATTORNEYS (AAA) b/c BUMs aka LIARS, THIEVES, TREASONOUS TRAITORS violate the Taft Hartley Act, willfully, knowingly convert “living sentient souls,” “humans” into “wards of the court,” legal fictions, persons, victims, individuals, corporations, things, clients, human beings, residents, morons, fools, subjects, slaves, et al. that can’t be heard, use simulated legal process yet are w/o STANDING, STATUS, CAPACITY, AUTHORITY or AGENCY.  

Sunset, close the BUMs & their private for profit courts. Judicial & prosecutorial misconduct, corruption are crimes & evidence of “Abuse of the Public Trust.” “Dishonest Services,” “Deceptive Trade & Fraudulent Business Practices.”  

COPs aka Criminals on Patrol, DDDTs aka Dangerous, Disingenuous, Domestic Terrorists are unqualified to be “Peace Officers” as each willfully, knowingly breaches the peace, interferes w/ (y)our freedom, right of, to travel & demands a Driver’s License which is UNKNOWN to law. Policing for profit & unjust enrichment schemes are known as the WAR CRIMES “of aggression,” “of failure to uphold justice & peace,” which rise to “Crimes Against Humanity & Peace.”  

These ordinary jobs are criminal. Their misconduct, contempt for law, malfeasance in office & mustn’t be tolerated, rewarded w/ paid vacations. All families are at risk by the scourge of, the crisis created by the LEGAL MAFIA protection of the “Prison, Industrial Complex,” the “Medical Mafia,” open borders.  

These EVILDOERS undo G-d’s law, which supports life, liberty, property, the pursuit of (w)health, happiness & instead promote slavery, human trafficking, vaccinations & Satan’s scrip.  

G-d demands deeds, detests cowards.  “WOE to the ATTORNEY.” Stand w/ G-d, I do.  

You are unique, important & will make a difference by sharing this doc.  STAND FOR JUSTICE SO GOOD WINS & EVIL LOSES!